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Writer: 
Faker Baballah is from Tunisia, specifically from the wilaya of 

Gabes. He was born on the twentieth of Jumada II in the year 

twenty-one and four hundred and one thousand Hijrah 

corresponding to the eighteenth of September in the year 

two thousand AD, in the city of Zarzis. He studied literature at 

the Institute of Daouihr to obtain his baccalaureate in 

nineteen and two thousand before joining the University of 

Languages located in Gabes to obtain a bachelor's degree in 

the Italian language in the year twenty-two and two 

thousand.  Faker began writing at the age of sixteen, where 

he was writing poems and thoughts to reach one hundred 

and one poem, the last of which is entitled "The Return", and 

then moved to writing short books, which is his favorite type, 

where he always said: "Let's be logical, it is difficult to find 

today a young man reading a book with five hundred pages, it 

may seem difficult, of course, there is an exception, so I must 

be in line with my era and excel in short writings."  He has 

published five books, four of which are in Arabic: The 

Meditator, The Blue World, Sai the Adventurer and The Game 

of Time. The fifth book in English was entitled "The Kingdom 

of My Heart". This is in addition to writing the most famous 

sayings: "The enemy saw me near and when I got closer, I felt 

myself far away." Ibn Gabes was not satisfied with this only, 

but also moved to the world of music, where he wrote more 
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than forty songs in different styles, where he published 

through his YouTube channel two albums, the first of which 

carries songs in classical Arabic, the most famous of which 

are: No despair, friendship and happiness. The second album 

had songs in the Tunisian dialect. Faker is very fond of foreign 

movies and series, as he is a fan of Marvel Studios and its 

superheroes. 
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Story 
 

A fairy tale about a clever boy named Sai who wanted to find 
friends and his mission was to reach a tree called kusmok. 

 

All the places and characters are inspired by imagination. 
 

Note: 

Please whoever wants to take certain phrases or sentences 

from the book must mention the name of the book and the 

writer to ensure the preservation of copyright and thank you. 

 

 

 

 

 

Enjoyable reading 
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Man may be self-sufficient and confined to his existence, but 

confinement does not always help, so it is necessary to release 

feelings and express the inner states of someone. This case is 

especially for Saï, a boy who loves adventures and new challenges, a 

boy who is smart and intelligent when he is young. 

 Little Sai came to his father and said to him: 
- Father, I am thirsty and I want to taste the water of knowledge, 

may I have a cup of knowledge? 
He replied: 

- Withall certainty , I have one cup  
Saye said: 

- Father, you know that loneliness hits me from all sides and no 
friends of mine; I just wanted to tell you how to have friends? 

The father laughed a little. He replied: 
- My son, you are right and what better than friends. Well, I'll 

give you the cup, which is that a friend starts from the family, 
mediates it from the outside, and then ends with the family. But 
you should look for the well of knowledge because the cup does 
not quench your thirst. Therefore, I will advise you about the 
cosmook tree, and it is said that it is a large tree and its age is 
approximately 3000 years, and it is said that whoever reaches it 
has many friends, but it is far away and you have to bear the 
road and its misery. 

To which Say: 
- I'll go to it and I'll definitely get there, I'm a challenge boy. 

Sai prepared himself for the adventure and set out on the journey 
towards the search for the cosmock tree and making friends, which 
was a dream for him. 

 

 The ambitious boy who walked happily down the dirt road set out to 
find his friends and sharpen the meaning of friendship and now he 
must find that tree. He entered a forest dense of trees and 
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vegetation, and luckily he brought his tools with him, and he began to 
cut what he displayed until he reached a large tree and said: 

- Perhaps this is the cosmock tree my father told me about. 
So hehurried towards her and sat in front of her, staring at her 
details, and it was  a tree with smooth wood and branches similar to 
the branches of a grape tree, and he remained staring until he spoke 
and said: 

- O my tree, I have come seeking friendship from your roots, and 
friends from your branches, have you had them? 

And the tree loved:" 
- My son, I am an ordinary tree in the middle of this forest so that 

the soul stays in it, but I know thecosmok tree well, it is the 
mother of trees, but you have to pass through this forest unless 
you solve this mystery. 

And Sai said: 
- And what is the mystery, ma'am? 

She replied:" 
- I'm the little one from um al-Bahar, and I weigh on the fa'ila and 

I don't think you'll be confused. 
Saye said: 

- The small of the seas means that the water is in them and on 
the weight of Fa'ila. This is easy, it is a lake. 

The tree said: 
- Well done, my son, you are injured, so your next stop is the 

lake, and you should goto it tomorrow morning and drink from 
whatit is,  so sleep tonight in my forest, it is safe. 

So the boy agreed and slept on its grasses and in its space. 
When morning came, Sai prepared himself to leave and said to the 
tree: 

- It's time for me to leave, ma'am, and thank you." 
She said: 

- No thanks for the duty, my son, and I recommend you to stay 
vigilant, the mystery I told you yesterday is very easy, the next 
puzzles will be more complicated. 
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Sai continued his walk, wanting to search for the cosmock tree, until 
Sai reached the lake, which was wide and shimmering with blue. He 
took a step forward, and the hippopotamus came out to him and 
said: 

- Welcome to our lake, this is called Lake Al-Faroush and its name 
dates back more than four centuries,  when lions visit each 
other, they do not complete their way unless they drink from 
the waters of this lake and sleep in the middle of it. Because in 
its center theamount of water is reduced, but at the beginning 
and end it is deep. So you didn't tell me, boy, what brought you 
here? 

Sai replied: 
- I was passing by the nearby forest and the tree directed me to 

this lake to  drink from its water. I'm going to the cosmock tree 
to make friends. 

The hippopotamus said: 
- Yes, boy, you candrink from our lake, but not from her butfrom 

her center, and in order to reach her center, you must convince 
the crocodile guard to take you to it because you will not be 
able to swim in it. 

Saye went to the crocodile guard and any body that had a big, yellow-
eyed tooth. 

- Crocodile keeper, I want to drink from the center of the lake, so 
can you take me to your back to drink. 

The crocodile stared at the boy and said:" 
- Yes, of course, but you must answer my question first. 

The boy said: 
- Well, give me what's the question? 

The crocodile said:" 
- How many eggs does a fox (fox wife) lay in a year? 

The boy replied:" 
- Very easy. Zero eggs. 

The crocodile added: 
- And how? 

The boy replied:" 
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- Because foxes give birth and do not lay eggs. 
The crocodile laughed and said: 

- You are an attentive human being, well answered. 
So he took him on his back and the boy drank from the water of the 
lake and asked: 

- Is the cosmock tree still far away? 
The crocodile replied:" 

- Sort of, but I recommend you to be patient, and now that 
you've answered the fox question, your next stop is the fox 
forest,  and be aware because you know what these types of 
animals are characterized by. 

The boy said: 
- Don't worry, I love adventures. 

The adventurer continued his journey refreshed by the water of the 
lake, and he smelled until he entered a forest whose trees were 
withered  and asif life died and departed, and  Saye marveled at the 
ugly sight and said:" 

- Perhaps this is the forest of foxes. 
He went on his way until he was intercepted by a group of foxes, 
shouting and crying:" 

- Someone has finally come to save us, please help us, we need 
you. 

Saye said: 
- What's going on? 

And they said: 
- We have been in drought for fifty centuries and we have been 

waiting for this moment from then. All you have to do is spit in 
the penalty pool (which is a pond located in the center of the 
forest and it is the one that sends the soul in it, and if it is alive, 
the forest is fine, but if it withers, everyone in it is weak and 
perishes) 

And the boy did what they asked him to do in his spit life returned to 
the forest and the foxes returned as usual and turned the boy and 
said to him: 
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- How stupid you are now we are back strong, we Simbo foxes 
spin and don't stop, we were spies before but when we were 
exposed, they isolated us into this forest as if it were a prison 
for us. This is a curse for us and this curse is not broken unless a 
human spits in it.  We're going to catch you now and eat you; 
we haven’t eaten in a long time." 

So they grabbed him and put him in the middle of a large net and 
kept preparing their fangs to devour him. 
Sohe took C and E out of the net and it seemed that it was time to 
eat, but suddenly a tall, huge  young man appeared and asaRoman 
warrior with a sharp sword and said to them:" 

- Leave the boy or I will cut off your neck and feed it to my pet." 
So Ileft Sai and left quickly. 
So Sai stared at the young man and said to him: 

- SHKRA For this heroic act, you saved my life. So tell me what 
your name is?. 

The young man replied:" 
- My name is Jack on my way to find the cosmock tree. Tell me, 

who are you? 
- I'm Sai and looking for what you're looking for? So have you 

passed through the front forest and the Frosh Lake with their 
riddles and questions? 

Jack replied:" 
- Yes, but without gas. Only the tree of the front forest gave me 

this sword and the lake drank from its water, and my body 
enlarged and I had muscles that I had dreamed of before. 

Say, astonished, kept thinking, and said: 
- Well, it doesn't matter, now we have tocontinue our walk to 

find the Kazm treeandK together. 
 

Theboys walked together looking for the cosmock tree until they 
reached the village of frogs. Saye said: 

- We have to dosomething to get us to our goal. 
Jack replied: 
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- Yes, come on.  
So they wandered around the village untila big-headed frog stood in 
front of them, showing an indescribable joy on his face: 

- Welcome our guests to our ancient village. This is the village of 
frogs and its name goes back to more than three centuries 
where there was a family whose elder head was named Alenka 
and it traveled from place to place until it settled here and 
established this village and when Alenka died the village was 
named after him to this day. Well, why did you say, are you 
looking for something? 

Saye said: 
- First of all, frog, we are as you see Muthana, you have to say 

you say,  you are looking. Yes, sir, we are going to look for the 
kosmork tree to make friends. Do you know where it is? 

The frog said:" 
- Well forgive me, maybe my accent sounds a little weird. Yes, I 

know it and you are on the right way to it, you just have to cross 
our village. At the end of the village you will find a large door 
guarded by guards. You have to get them through in order to be 
able to cross. 

Sai replied: 
- Well, thank you, but you have to attend a school that teaches 

you the language because you don't differentiate between 
plural and Deuteronomy. 

Jack laughed loudly, and the frog's face reddened. So the boys went 
until they reached the door and found achairman. Jack said: 

- It seems that you are the two guardians and we have to go 
through this door in order to reach the cosmosory tree. 

One of the guards replied: 
- In order to pass through the door, you must find the key. In 

order to find it, you must solve this mystery. And the answer 
you'll be good at is the one that will lead you tothe key. 

The second guardsaid loudly: 
- By force it carries and folds when making the flame, the danger 

is adjacent to me,  I am for exploitation, not for play. 
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Jack opened his mouth, wondering at the riddle, and said: 
What is it, Sai, it sounds hard? 
Saye said: 

- It is not so, but it is easy. By force it bears that is, this body is 
not fragile but heavy, it folds when the flame is made, that is, 
we must bring his brother in order to get the fire. The danger is 
next to myself, I am for exploitation and not for play, it means 
that this body is dangerous and we should not be reckless and 
have fun with it as we wish,so this body is HajjR.  

Jack said: 
- Your analysis is excellent. You are wise boy haha 

Jack turnedto the right and found a large rock, so he hurried towards 
it, lifted it with his strength, found the golden key and together they 
went to the door. 
The guards said: 

- Well done and now go ahead. 
They opened the door and found it empty, as if everyone on earth 
had become extinct, and they continued their journey to find the 
cosmork tree. 
Soher sister's hand was held and the faces met, and the cold met the 
hot, and they cried with each other, and the lightning struck and 
thunder struck and the boys went quickly to a tree to protect 
themselves from the rain and not to get wet. And he found a very 
huge tree and Jack said: 

- Maybe this is the cosmock tree? 
Say replied:" 

- Yes, maybe, hello ma'am, we're looking for acosmock jar, are 
you? 

The tree looked at them with a strange look and lifted its branches so 
that they would not be protected. FesTWest Boys of the disposition 
of the tree and knew that it was impossible to be a cosmuk tree. 
Jack said: 

- Madam, don't be afraid, we want to protect ourselves with your 
leaves and twigs, and we don't havea bad one. 
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So the tree remained at its disposal and degraded them. The boys 
were shivering from the cold, and their clothes were wet. While they 
were in this state, a brunette girl whose beauty is characterized by 
princesses came forward and said: 

- Hello, I wanted to ask you do you knowthat the road to the 
cosmok tree?? 

Say replied:" 
- You also want to know? That's good, we're also on our way to 

it, but the rain is strong and will get stronger, and we wanted to 
protect ourselves with this huge tree because it's the only one 
in this empty place, but it has raised its branches, and it looks 
scared or something like that. 

The girl said: 
- Wait a minute. 

Hi tree you look beautiful 
 

The tree replied:" 
Oh really! You are also a cute girl 
 

The girl said: 
Thanks, you see it's raining, it's cold and we are young children, so 
can we protect ourselves with your green papers please? 
 

The tree replied:" 
Okay with my pleasure and sorry boys i thaught that you are 
criminals that's why i was scared and ignored you. 
 

The girl said: 
Thank you, you are our savior, you are the source of our pleasure. 

(Thank you, you are our savior, you are the source of our happiness.) 
So the tree smiled and spread its branches and leaves, and the boys 
went under it and sat down, and Saye said to the girl:" 

- So what's your name? 
The girl replied: 
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- My name is Susie, and you? 
- Sai 
- And I'm Jack. 

Jack breaks:" 
- And how did you know this tree spoke English? 

She replied:" 
- In fact, I love plants and trees, I know them all, I studied them, 

and this tree is called the furui tree, and it is a lonely tree that 
does not live with the father and speaks only English. 

Saye said:  
- This is good. If you have difficulty passing through the front 

forest, lake, next forest and village? 
Susie replied: 

- No I passed easily and found all the doors open. 
Sai was surprised and found the same thing that happened to Jack 
that he passed from the previous stations so easily that he 
accompanied him. So a while passed until the rain stopped and joy 
took the place 
Jack said: 

- Now we have to complete the path to the cosmock tree 
together, we are now three. 

 And the teenagers completed their journey to win the sense of 
friendship from the cosmock tree until they reached a large desert 
and admired that golden soil that covers the entire area and were 
impressed by the size of the standing palm, and they found intheir 
throat a handsome camel that looks a little small, and Saye said: 

- Hello, camel, we are on our way to the tree of yoursand Zmuk, 
can you tell us where exactly we are headed? 

The camel kept staring at them and his facial features changed to 
anger and the adventurer was surprisedby the matter until Ja K 
spokeand said:" 

- Oh desert wagon, we asked you and you did not answer, we 
told you, do you know where the cosmuk tree is from? 
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The camel stared at them, opened his mouth, and said in a strange 
language: 
Kirnib kirnib olmosof 
The adventurers did not understand what he said and soon they were 
surrounded by large sand dunes and the ocean turned into mud and 
the adventurers got stuck and were afraid every minute the depth of 
the mud increased and the children were going down little by little. 
Susie said: 

- What to do, we are drowning and we did not understand what 
the camel said, perhaps he misunderstood us. 

The children kept screaming for help until a rope came from above 
them and pulled them strongly, so he was a bald and obese child. 
And Saye said: 

- Thank you... 
The boy interrupted:" 

- Larry my name is Larry and no thanks on duty. Tell me, what 
made you come here? 

Jack said: 
- We're going to look for friendship from the cosmock tree and 

you what are you doing here? 
Fred Lowry: 

- Really! I'm also on my way to her. I arrived here yesterday and 
wanted to rest, so I slept in the beauty oasis. Tell me how you 
commented here? 

The tragedy of Susie:" 
When we asked him about the cosmock, he opened his loophole and 
repeated words we didn't understand, and the soil turned into mud. 
Then the camel came again and smiled and said to Larry:" 
Does Fis give Jol Frayder? 
(Are these your friends?) 
Larry replied: 
Down Edel Briefly Jamensen Turheb Kozmok Biy 
(I just met them and they are also going to the Cosmook and I will 
continue with them.) 
The camel said: 
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vot vot o sirsiya kinte soft yorjikle vayoufan ort 
Larry said: 
He said sorry I thought you would hurt me, so he did the trick. 
Jack said: 

- What language do you speak? 
Larry replied: 

- It's the language of camels, I'm fond of animals before and I've 
mastered most of their language, it's seemed tough and I've 
learned it since I was six. 

Then he turned to the camel and said to him:" 
hobenfayse jor mi january hops 
(Thanks for everything you did and now it's time for me to leave) 
So they went together to complete their journey, the goal is one goal, 
which is to find the cosmook tree, so the questions remained the 
master of things between them, and betweenwhat they were in that 
state until they reached a giant mountain. Jack said: 

- Who knows this mountain? I've never seen him before. Susie, 
you're a naturalist. Think you know him? 

Susie replied: 
- I'm an expert in plants and trees, not a mountain scientist, 

hahahah. 
Saye said: 

- Well, now we have to go up to the top and find something that 
leads us to the cosmock. 

So the adventurers climbed that mountain and found its summit 
terrible, they found pink flowers thrown here and there, and Larry 
said: 

- What an attractive view. 
The children came and found a golden cheetah eating herbs and next 
to it a silver deer eating meat. 
Saye said: 

- Hello, We are going to look for the cosmook tree, do you know 
where the road is from? 

The cheetah said:" 
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- Welcome to our mountain called Mount Gojo, which is the 
second oldest mountain in these areas, and the cosmook tree is 
on this road, that is, just below our mountain, but from the first 
you have to solve this puzzle to complete your way. 

Saye said: 
- There are many puzzles in this way, but its okay to say. 

The gazelle said: 
- The truth is hidden on two sides, a face that chases without 

passion and a face that escapes has two colors 
The first pretends to be the fugitive efficacy and the second 
transcends its origin towards the inhabitant. 
The children were left confused and Susie said: 

- In fact, I didn't understand anything. 
Say said: 

- Even I am confused it seems to be a composite mystery 
The adventurers tried to solve this mystery in any way but were 
incapacitated. You see the features of despair visible on Jack and he 
says: 

- It's over, maybe they're lying to us, let's face them. 
- Stop, Jack, is you crazy? Just relax. Larry said. 
- Why so why? I dreamed of having friends, I was studying all the 

time about plants; maybe they turned out to be my friends. Suzi 
said. 

So I looked at the mountain and focused on the roses well, and then I 
spoke:" 

- But just a moment, boys, I noticed something, these roses are 
called baltmen and these cannot appear on high grounds, they 
always prefer to stay under trees in the forests. 

Then Larry said: 
- I mean, these roses are supposed to be in the forests? But how 

did she get here? 
 He thought for a while and then said: 

- In fact, it's the same for the gazelle and the cheetah; we're 
supposed to be forests, not mountains. 
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Then Jack said:" 
- And look at the meat; it seems to be venison, so how can a 

gazelle eat its sister's meat. 
Then Sai looked insightfully, a look of deduction and suddenly said:" 

- Now I know, it's the contradiction, yes the contradiction. First of 
all, as Susie said, plants can't be here, and the cheetah and the 
gazelle too, this is normal, since we watch the cheetah eating 
herbs, we know thatit is carnivorous, and vice versa on the 
herbivorous gazelle  . The truth is hidden on two sides, any face 
of the cheetah and the face of the gazelle face chasing without 
passion and is the cheetah who chases the gazelle and the face 
of his escape has two colors and is the gazelle there are types 
have two colors,  the first pretends to be effective fugitive any 
cheetah pretends to be a gazelle on the weight of effective and 
is always running away and the second exceeded its origin 
towards the inhabitant any that the gazelle exceeded the 
known and became eating the meat of his sister. I knew the 
solution, which is the reflection, we are originally in a forest, 
but the place is the one that is not a mountain, in addition to 
the fact that the deer and the leopards do not meet in theem 
enemies. 

The cheetah laughed and the gazelle laughed and the cheetah said: 
- Well done, and you, your analysis is great, boy. 

The gazelle clappeduntil the place turned into a forest and it turned 
out that it was only magic, and the cheetah said: 

- Well, you really deserve to meet the cosmuk tree, go from this 
direct road and you will find the tree.  

The adventurers finally ran towards the Cosmook tree.  And in every 
age is a turning point, and in the transformation things happen, and 
those things belong to us and their king, so our king is accustomed to 
the soul and the body, and their king belongs to others, and what is 
next to it, so Saye used to repeat to himself when he went with the 
adventurers towards that tree. Any tree, big and huge, with its 
branches of solid wood and its leaves flying like silk, sends to each 
visitor that smell, the smell of hope and friendship. Friends 
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approached in amazement at its fresh sight, for the eye does not 
skimp on seeing beauty. The tree said: 

- Welcome, my visitors, you have come down easy, you seem 
tired, so rest and sit down. 

Jack said: 
- Sure, but first we want to make friends, it's been a long time 

since we got to this beautiful moment. 
Larry said: 

- It's really been a long time. 
The tree said: 

- Yes, of course, this was your goal from the beginning, but you 
have to solve this puzzle, which is your last puzzle. 

Susie said: 
- Lady, we are bored of puzzles, but it's okay, if this is a duty , 

then this is my favor. 
The tree said: 

- On the way they drag each other, the first amazed the 
questioner with his wisdom, the second broke the beasts and 
frightened the foxes with his power, the third enchanted the 
mind of the tree with his knowledge, and the fourth saved 
peoples who reachedhim. 

Saye stared at him, the children, and the tree, and remembered all 
that had passed, and then said: 

- I understood everything. 
Larry said: 

- Well, wise, if you tell her the answer in order to get friends we 
have been impatient. 

Saye said: 
- You really won't get friends. 

The tree smiled and everyone was amazed and said together:" 
- What do you say? I mean, we walked all that distance and you 

tell me we won't get why? 
And Sai said to them:" 
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- Because you especially got friends, I am the one who started 
the road and opened the first door by solving the puzzle on my 
own, so I was the wise, then Jack followed me with his strength 
and saved me from foxes, and then from the magic of the mind 
of that tree to open its branches for us to protect ourselves 
from the rain? Susie with her knowledge of NabaTat and finally 
who saved us from the mud isnot Larry? And can he talk to 
animals? In fact we were friends all the time and we didn't feel. 

The  cosmock  tree said: 
- Well done, boy, and this is what I wanted to get to with a 

perfect answer and sound analysis, yes, my children, you are 
friends. And each of you has his own specialty Sai the Wise, all 
these mysteries were his news. Strong Jack after you get the 
strong physique sword. Susie is a botanist and Larry is a 
zoologist. You helped each other and were together all the way. 
And the essence of the events was Sai. He had someone to 
protect him, someone to sacrifice everything to protect him, 
and someone to mediate for him. I've been here for 3,000 
years, and no one has reached me alone,  but always with a 
group, because getting to this place requires friends. And now 
you're friends. I mean you are the ones who madeyourselves 
aloneand not Didyou understand the purpose of coming here? 

Everyone cried and hugged each other, and here the mission was 
completed successfully and Saye was finally able to get friends. 
And he returned home and found a father, uh, as usual, sitting in the 
garden, and he said:" 

- Hi, son, how are you? Have you arrived at Cosmock? 
The son replied:" 

- Yes, father, everything was wonderful, the adventure was 
beautiful, and I met good friends, and I was on the way, I did 
not forget the cup that you gave me, which is that the friend 
starts from the family, I mean, you, my father, who was my first 
friend  before I had a father, and then I got the truest from the  
outside of the house, and now I have returned to the first 
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friend, which is the family, yes, you are my family members, my 
first friends. 

 

Twenty years later... 
The spirits have matured to be adjacent to three males and a 
female together since the danger they were exposed to from the 
adventure that was for  the purpose of friendship and was not just 
friendship, but became like a rope that if you put a fire on it for 
the purpose of cutting it, that wire that does not shrink emerges 
for you. B all confirmation when the accompaniment is for all that 
time with its difficulties the souls get stronger with each other 

. The strong continued to spend his time in the halls training 
miserably in order to maintain his structure, so he became strong and 
handsome  ,  as well as the tiger, which was decorated with its shiny 
fur, so it became a fashion for every home and every mind that thinks 
about animals. On the occasion of animals, that world kept looking 
for the latest news of the hormones that form inside elephants, and 
kept looking for the latest newsof endangered animals, he is fond of 
them.And Messi is looking for how the fox and the fox relate, 
perhaps puzzled by how they connect to each other and who is more 
insidious and cunning than the other. The greatest, and perhaps 
surprising news, is the association of wisdom with plants, the owner 
of quick speech, and the owner of balanced and elaborate speech. 
Our wise Prince Say, the adventurous starter of Cosmok, married 
Botanist Princess Susie. Love to hit their minds at the same time.  On 
one occasion, Susie gave theI.E. Sai with a look of withering thirsty 
flower and said to him: 

- Say, did you know that the merva flower ( a yellow flower that 
grows next to the Great Lakes) when it feels lonely, distributes 
its veins all over the world, wanting to bond until it connects to 
the trees and indeed it is connected. 

It was then that Saye set out to solve this mystery, decipher it and 
understood that Susie was that flower, and from then on they 
exchanged words of love in dictionaries dominated by philosophy 
and botany. Of course, we are talking here about the years that have 
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passed and after the maturity of these children and their union with 
each other, planting in them the words of the cosmock tree tree, 
which was a major goal in childhood. Years later, this tree sent an 
appeal to all those who sought refuge to visit it. It was the end of a 
great tree and a tremendous farewell from it, yes, as the reader 
understands, this tree died after standing for centuries, advising and 
instructing, yes, it died and it repeats: 

- Today I will leave you my friends and I will leave you this advice 
to stay with you: 

Don't ride on camels while they shrink, and don't drive your horses 
while they are blinking. 
Do not hunt the bird while it migrates, and do not cross anyone's 
path while it is venturing. 

  
Yes, these tips will remain in the minds of everyone who visited it and 
in the minds of the four adventurers in particular. 
That energetic spirit rose at a time when it was not allowed to rise.  
At a time when we thought that wisdom is not difficult to defeat a 
term interpreted by scientists laziness, although it is a rest for the 
wise and competes with him for the fun of the failure or the best 
time for him, but sleep remains the delicious taste without a specific 
smell, and Saye embarked on his sensitive research and entry into his 
own world consisting of the same readings and the art of 
photography, yes as you hear and  acknowledge and N Sai learned to 
draw in previous years and merged it with the wisdom and accurate 
outlook that he possesses.   Especially since he has different ideas 
about plants as the husband of Princess Susie. Well, maybe the doubt 
hits the reader's mind and says why we called Susie a  princess, in 
fact she is really a princess, the daughter of King Gordon, the owner 
of the Philippa kingdom famous for its power and power, and the 
daughter of Queen Tracy, the most beautiful queen in the eastern 
part of the globe. This kingdom is located in the middle of a 
predominantly green ocean dominated by pine trees and 
vegetation,so our princess was fond of plants and became aware of 
them. After marrying Say, she became a teacher who taught this 
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science in a private school and received many learners who wanted 
to dive and win the love of this enormous and rare science in the 
environment in which they live. And on the other side where strength 
and rigor rule over the body, Jack got up and was ready for a date 
with his usual food, you can imagine that one page of the notebook is 
not enough to mention what Jack eats  in the morning, so let's move 
to the end of the act of eating and go towards the main work that he 
does every day and spend his time in training,   Sure, Jack looks like a 
man from another planet with muscles so huge that he is scary, but 
this does not indicate that he is brutal and violent with others, on the 
contrary, he is affectionate and kind,  but if you oppress him, he will 
not have mercy on you, or you can imagine that he gets angry at a 
word that is considered normal for everyone, but if you say it to him, 
he will get angry until he loses control of himself, which is to say to 
him, you are reckless.   I mean, you can call him ugly, although he is 
handsome to a degree that you can't imagine, you can call him a 
moron, a coward, a silly fool, but no matter how long your tongue is, 
don't tell him, reckless, and so far his friends have not known what 
the reason is. Once, on Sai's birthday, Larry decided to have a party 
for Sai as a surprise, when Larry suggested the idea to them, that is, 
Susie and Jack, he told them not to tell him a to be a surprise, so they 
agreed, and indeed Sai was successfully surprised, and on the date of 
inserting the cakes that were from Susie's hands, Jack was in charge 
of bringing them, and while he was coming, he told them:  

- Cakes, boys, look at me, I'll lift them with one hand. 
Although they were telling him no because of her weight, he did not 
listen to them, so he lifted her with one hand, but the conclusion was 
bad, as he slipped with a peel of bananas thrown by Larry’s monkey. 
So the cakes fell on him and the face of the tan turned to red 
strawberries and looked like a soldier who returned from a war that 
lasted longer than the Crusades, so everyone laughed but the 
monkey spoke and said: 

- Hey you daredevil, you spoiled the cakes? 
The boy's features flipped and the cakes began to melt on his face 
and the cry of the deer caught by the lions shouted: 
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-  Come here, monkey, I will show you a torment you have never 
seen before. 

Everyone laughed and the monkey ran away quickly, but to this day 
we do not know what the secret of anger from her is in particular. 
And the new day came in a new and fragrant dress that struck all the 
suburbs and made those people rise above that small and large nose 
and attracted attention with honey and black eyes and sent sounds 
of happiness and sadness in those listening ears, Sai was in his garden 
embarking on writing thoughts and short stories, and while he was 
fixed in that wooden chair until Susie passed by and said to him:  

- Hello, my beloved, I see the joy wrestling with that cute face. 
Oh dear, I'm going to work as usual. 

The wise man replied: 
- Good morning, a princess passed in front of me, and I stared at 

her with glances, and I sent in my mind the puzzles that I am a 
recipient of the plant scientist, well, my dear, God was in your 
help and do not forget to fill that soul with patience.     

Susie went to work as usual and Saye kept writing and writing 
creatively. On the other hand, our friend Jack went as usual to gain 
his time in training and was ready like the rest of the days for the 
sweetest ride of the day. While our friend Larry was on his way to 
visit Sai, he found him in the park and they exchanged conversations: 

- How are you, our sage, is there a new ruling, believe me, my 
mind has withered its flowers and wants water. 

  
- The judgment, my friend, goes and returns and the words of the 

friend whiten and prevail, and the words of the enemy are 
burning as fuel, and the words of the parents extend over the 
decades of your money and the neglect of the wife, my friend.   

Larry laughed and Saye laughed with him, and they talked for a long 
time until time ate them. 
And in the evening Jack came after hard training and after he took a 
rest and cleanliness he also went to Say's house and found him with 
Larry and things did not change as he found them talking, so Jack also 
entered into the dialogue and the conversation was divided into 
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three parties that were dominated by laughter and ridicule of each 
other. 
When the night was over, Jack said: 

- Come on, stop talking and go get us something to eat. 
Saye replied: 

- You reminded me and on the mention of eating where is Susie? 
Larry said: 

- Isn't it working? 
  

- Yes, but it is very late and today it is one and it does not work 
much. 

  
Jack said: 

- Well, maybe you've headed somewhere. 
Saye said: 

- I'm honestly not reassured; I’ll go to school to see her. 
Larry said: 

- Well we'll come with you too. 
The three young men set off towards the school and on their way 
were met by people running and screaming loudly, as if something 
had happened to the country. Say's suspicion increased and he raised 
his speed until he started running. When he arrived at the school, he 
found it completely burned, around which people were falling and 
men around it extinguished  ,  and Saye was shocked by what he saw 
and began to shout loudly: Suzy Suuuuuuuu  And attacked one of the 
men and asked him to speed up the firefighting process and entered 
Say in other paths and painted his mind speculation and deep doubt 
and seemed Say in a really unhappy state did not feel before, and 
Larry and Jack trying to calm him down in any way but to no avail, he 
kept asking the men to speed up the task of firefighting. 
And in an instant the men took out everyone who was in the middle 
of the school, and it was a scene that terrified every poor eye by 
watching it:  the face was charred as if it embraced a wide oven that 
filled an innocent soul that wished to live years in order to achieve its 
goals, but fate threw it into that oven and it was charred, the eye 
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that was lighting up for us that frightening night, that eye that longed 
for distant bodies is now full of that dust, so I blinded and went to 
heaven and hell.And I don't know what the situation of that sage is 
when the spirits came out charred, but the strange thing is that Susie 
is not one of them  , so will Sai be happy because Susie is not with 
them or will he be sad because she has not returned yet. 
At that moment, Sai entered another maze full of doubts, and Jack 
and Larry kept asking the men if they had seen a brunette girl, but 
the answer was full of the letter L accompanied by long gratifications. 
So they went back to young Say, and Jack said: 

- Calm down, my friend, maybe she went somewhere? 
Say replied angrily and with a loud scream: 

- Where would she go if she was going somewhere she would 
have called me, even from her phone switched off. Damn my 
heart is weak and I can't take it any longer. 

Larry said: 
- Bear, Sai, you are stronger than this, my friend. 

When they were in that situation, Sai's phone rang with a strange 
number, and he replied, and he heard a strange voice: 

- Hello, Say, I hope with all my heart that your weak heart will 
calm down, and you may wonder why I called you?  Well, I don't  
want to talk too much. I just wanted to tell you your princess is 
nice to me. And don't worry, I won't do anything for her. Just if 
you bring me the blue book, I'll release her. 

Fred Say: 
- What are you saying, moron, release my wife immediately. 

The stranger said: 
- Well, smell as you like I think we now have a book-for-girl 

agreement, and you as you want and bring it quickly, otherwise 
your princess cut pieces of her food for my dogs. 

And the stranger closedthe hat, and Saye remained shocked by what 
he heard, and Jack said to him : 

- What's going on, boy, and who's been with you on the phone? 
Saye replied: 
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-  Idon't know, a stranger told me that Susie had it and wouldn't 
leave it unless she brought him the Blue Book. 

Larry said to him: 
- Which book is this, Sai? 

Fred Say: 
- Well, maybe you don't know it, but this book is very precious, 

my grandfather gave it to me and appointed me as his 
successor in wisdom. This book gives the human soul 
psychological strength and mental pleasure like no other, and 
this person seemed to know about the book and wanted to 
involve my wife in this trivial game. 

Larry said: 
- What a problem and what are you going to do now? 

Saye replied: 
- I do not know, but Susie is precious to me and the  book as well, 

it is a  will from my grandfather and it must be read, and as you 
know it is a commandment, and the commandment is not 
neglected.  

Jack said: 
- And what will happen when you read the whole book? 

Saye said: 
- I will have a crazy power that I can control things and perceive 

anything through another sense that will enter my brain and 
body. 

Larry said: 
- If you read it now, what are you waiting for? 

Saye said: 
It's not what you think. Because it is not an ordinary book and 
reading it requires concentration and calm. 
Sai remained confused surrounded by Larry and Jack in order to find 
a solution. 
He rushed like a madman, shouting his wife's name loudly and Jack 
grabbed him by the hand and tried to calm him down in any way, and 
then Larry said: 
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- I've found a solution, we're going to look for a quiet place for 
you, Sai, in a quiet environment and comfortably so you can 
gain thistremendous power." 

Sai replied: 
- But where is the dengeof a place with these specifications, my 

friend? Even the cosmook tree with difficult situations is gone. 
Larry kept thinking a little and then said: 

- I found it, we will ask the peace peacock for a comfortable place 
because he knows the forest well. 

Thethree friends set off towards the Peace Peacock, a golden 
peacock with lake eyes relative to the lake characterized by its 
intelligence, knowledge of forest geography and knowledge of 
animals. The friends arrived at his place where he spends his time 
teaching animals the art of expression and photography. Blary gave 
Blarya warm welcome and said: 

-  Hello man, we missed you and how nice this visitis. 
Larry replied:  

- Thank you my friend actually I need you, I would like you to tell 
me about a quiet place where there is no noise, where dignity 
and stillness. 

The peacock said: 
- Of course I know a suitable place but the way is  misery and 

trouble 
Sai interrupted: 

- It's okay, you say where it is located and we will reach it, God 
willing. 

The peacock added: 
- Well, it is a cave in the beginning of darkness, but when you 

reach its interior, you find a bright light and a yellow pond as if 
the sun descended in it,  I cannot describe it more, it is the right 
place for you, in  order to reach the cave you will pass through 
three places:  the first place is the forest of wonder, be amazed 
because you will see everything strange in it, the  second place 
is a garden called the Garden of Blood, and finally the waterfall 
of worms and directly behind the waterfall you find the cave. 
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Larry said 
- Thank you, my friend. 

The heroes set out in search of the quiet cave, and the journey will be 
very arduous in order to find tranquility.  Perhaps the eye noticed the 
wonder, starting from the trees speaking in the name of surrender 
and despair of nature, passing through to the charming flowers, but 
they flirt with witches in a desire to increase the beauty with the 
desire that it is offered to those perfumes, so the boys realized then 
and knew that it was a forest of wonder as the peacock told them, so 
they relaxed over the branches, but they were deceived by 
appearances, the big tree is fragile whenever they get close to it and 
they wanted to make it safe and protective It fell like a soldier in wars   
,   The emaciated tree was strong, and of course the leaves were 
hard, while the branch was so weak that it could not carry a sparrow, 
not because it could never carry it, but because the sparrows did not 
live on top of the branches, but dig holes in the ground and hide in it.    
Larry said: 

- My brothers, what a strange place, my mind almost escapes 
from not understanding these scenes. 

Fred Say: 
- In fact, my brothers, I was not surprised by these things 

because they are a mirror that reflects reality. How many 
peoples have left their homeland and wished to emigrate to 
one country to another, how many girls have forgotten the 
beauty of their manners and morals, and as soon as they have 
gained material, they want to change their features, how many 
individuals have been deceived by deceptive appearances and 
programmed in those footsteps, how despicable and 
hypocritical they are, and how manyliars, you have seen, my 
brothers, how cruel the world is when we embody it before us.     

And when Saye had finished speaking, a green falcon came down 
from the sky, his tail like a ponytail, his eyes blue as if the sea had 
spent an eternal decade with him, and he said to them:  

- Hello, our human guests, it is an honor for us to visit us in the 
forest of wonder, the forest that its people marvel at. 
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And Saye said unto him: 
- Thank you, in fact the forest is really wonderful, please tell us 

about it. 
The falcon said to him: 

- Absolutely, but first of all, our guests should not be left without 
eating, so come with me to my hole where we will find my wife 
cooking and classifying the most delicious food.  

The falcon's wife welcomed them, and the children ate what was 
good, and then the falcon said: 

- Our strange forest has existed for a short time, founded by the 
tiger lion, well don't be surprised by the name, yes, it is our 
brave lion, the lion's mane and the color of tigers,  the wisdom 
of lions and the speed of the tiger, he was accompanied by his 
cub son in this place until they felt excessive thirst, and they 
had only an apple seed and deer blood     ,  so the  lion planted 
that seed and watered it through the blood of the deer and so a 
pair of apples came out and the forest was formed and called a 
forest Wonder. 

It was a fun evening with the falcon and the adventurers slept in the 
haramla to continue the journey towards the quiet cave. 
The sun appeared in a new suit and on a new day, the adventurers 
woke up hoping to cut off the path of misery in order to free Susie 
from the grip of an unknown villain. And the red uncle, the earth 
reddened and the trees reddened, the insects reddened and the 
flowers reddened, and: as if this place declared itself to be the son of 
the lexicon of war and all the results that determine yet, yes, 
welcome to the forest of blood, so as the peacock told them and so 
also as the dragon received them   , and hosted them to his tent and 
told them about the history of the forest. The Blood Forest was the 
home of the most powerful and ancient dragons previously, where 
this forest was a grave for every enemy, you can imagine that the 
dragons did not even lose a battle on their land for two centuries, the 
more a generation was born, the stronger it was than the one before 
them, as they fought many battles that reached hundreds.  A dragon 
called Banjo is considered the strongest dragon that has ever passed 
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through this forest and was the first leader after his father died.  This 
dragon was called the banjo after the musical instrument banjo, as 
his father was very nervous, but he was laughing except when he 
called this musical night, and when he had a dragon, he called it 
banjo.  Over the ages,  many dragons went out to a fateful war 
against the Atlantics, a class of water dragons, but it was very 
difficult, as most of those armies died, and other groups and 
neighboring villages, especially the Dina people, took advantage of 
the forest and destroyed it and left only teachers, painters and 
infants, while they killed warriors and ruling dragons.  Among the 
infants was this story-telling dragon,and the reason for the color red 
is that the painters colored and made everything red as a tribute to 
the heroes who passed through this ancient forest. 
The adventurers enjoyed the beautiful story and spent that night in 
the woods, waiting for tomorrow to reach the quiet cave. 

  
How wonderful yesterday was in his appearance, but the worries that 
follow the inner are so ugly that they accompany Saye from day to 
day while he is still thinking about reaching the cave in order to save 
his beloved, the adventurers continue their journey to the cave and 
finally find a waterfall of worms. In fact, it is not as Jack thought it 
was a waterfall that rained worms in the water suit, it was only an 
ordinary waterfall, but only because it was called that because a 
group of worms caused it to flow.  Saye said: 

- Look, brothers that the cave is behind the waterfall, solet’s pass 
quickly. 

So the friends rushed towards the cave and any entrance, a wide and 
large door open to the right and left there are two statues. So the 
children entered the cave and as the peacock told them it was very 
dark to an indescribable degree so Sai turned on the light of his 
phone and continued on the way, until a light shone and Larry said: 

- We have reached the center of the cave. 
And indeed the adventurers arrived at the center of the cave and 
found the yellow pond, and Larry said to Sai: 
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- Come on, brother, sit down now with the book, here is the 
complete calmand let's avenge the one who did all this to Suzi. 

So Sai sat down and opened the luxurious book, and the smell of his 
grandfather passed in front of his nose and he began to cry, and he 
delved into the details of the book, and whenever he passed by a 
word, he stopped and reminded him of several things.   
The clouds that come during the day may stay at night for the beauty 
of the place or leave to another place to nourish it, it was a lie who 
said that the clouds are sad, my son, the clouds are happy and love 
happiness and those tears are nothing but tears of joy, yes happiness 
pervaded the heart of the clouds because they brought down a 
geetha on the ground.  
Love, oh love, did you disguise myself in the ornament of clouds and 
remove that sin for artistic reasons, oh my girl,  oh soul, I now long 
for the soul that embraces me day and night, and it increases my 
wisdom and discernment over my intellect.  
The wonder and as I marveled at the actions of the past, the past that 
tied me up,  the past that set me free, the wonder that emerged in 
the actions of people.  The wonder and as I marveled at the treachery 
of time, from the vicissitudes of place, time accompanied me, a place 
that will see me, a wonder that emerged from the earth like a 
diamond  
Tranquility, tranquility, O soul, tranquility, in order to bring peace to 
the orchards, so that the war may end, the country may be 
reconciled with the other and all peoples may live in security.   But 
the external situation is shaking and the situation is unstable, so 
someone actually raided the place a man wearing a black dress as if 
he was a Halloween man with other men. The man said: 

- Well done fools, do you think you are smart, I follow you from 
place to place to bring me here and now without wasting time 
give me the book. 

Then he called out to another man and brought Susie crying and 
screaming, and in that cry Saye outstripped the imagination of the 
book and shouted Susie's name and said: 
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- You moron, tell me now who you are, why do you want the 
book, and where do you know it? 

Then the strangers revealed their faces, and there was confusion on 
Sai's face, and then he said: 
You? 
He replied: 

- Yes, I am the frog, I am the one who for years mocked him for 
his errors in plural and Deuteronomy, and yes I am the one who 
received you there in the village of Alenka. I accompanied your 
friend and guided you on the path of cosmok, but I have not 
forgotten your mockery of me and now is the time to take 
revenge on you, either I take the book from you to become 
smart or your wife lives sad in your home and you are good and 
as you want. 

Jack said: 
- Big headed, people like you won't be smart and you won't get 

anything. 
He replied with a laugh: 

- Andwho willstop me, you, you reckless? 
Jack became angry and rushed forward to attack him. 
Then the frog said: 

- Attack, my army. 
So the battle between Jack and the frogs intensified. 
Then the frog said: 

- And nowit's better than your wife or the book. 
And Sai looked at his wife and in her eyes he read sadness and 
sorrow, and then said: 

- Stop, I submit to love, and in front of Susie's love, no one is in 
front of him, neither wisdom nor reason will take away from me 
the love of Susie, hand me the love of my life and take the 
book. 

Sai's tear fell on the book as he regretted the loss of his grandfather's 
will, until one of the frogs hit him from behind and fell to the ground, 
Susie screamed, and the trouble increased even more until Jack fell 
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too  ,  so the frog took the book and slapped Susie hard.  Then Larry 
stood up and said in a loud voice: 
Oh piece of bread, I won't eat you until my cats are full. 
Speaking that word, all the frogs fell in satisfaction, as if they had 
heard a whistling that knocked on their ears. The frog said: 

- What happened why can't I stand? 
Larry replied: 

- I know very well that you are a lunar frog, the sentence you said 
keeps you lost for a moment. 

Suddenly the cave started shaking in preparation for the fall 
Sai said: 

- It seems that we made too much noise until we passed the cave 
and it seems that the whole place will be destroyed, come on 
buddy let's get out quickly. 

As they were going out until the frogs woke up, Jack said : 
- Go, you, I’m going to fight them, go, buddies. 

Sai said: 
- No, Jack, come on, you’re my friend who saved me from the 

foxes. We're not going to let you go away from our hands. 
Either we die together or survive together. 

Jack said: 
- Please, Sai, go with my companions, come out, if it is for me, I 

am very honored to know you, but God I loved you with all my 
heart, all these years I wrote on my chest the name of 
friendship, go, my companions, survive, I was destined to die a 
warrior.    

Susie was in pain and the adventurers went out and in their exit the 
whole place exploded and they all called out the name Jack, but the 
place was filled with fog and sadness hit their faces and those eyes 
rained in tears. Then Sai said: 

- Goodbye, Jack, we will never forget you. 
 

Years passed, and that smile returned to Saï after parting with Suzi. 
Larry, a forest boy, kept up and wandering, wanting to discover a 
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new species of animal. Say, on the other hand, accepted Susie's view 
that they should live in her father's kingdom. He suggested that he 
have a private office for his experiments and drawings.And he 
accepted his proposal, since he was the son-in-law of the king, and 
while he was sitting on that chair painting, until he got up and stood 
in front of the window watching the trees, then he took a paper and 
returned to sit down and proceeded to write: 
I'm calling you dad from a distant future. 
Where it emerged like an arrow in the trees 
I'm calling you, father, for a new era. 
Where I sat wet from the raindrops 
And what about enemies who stood up like brave? 
They stood before wisdom through trap and treachery 

  
I'm Sai and as my kids will remember me 
I am the wise with my hand to draw 
I'm Say, and as he called me, I findthis 
I am the painter with my hand writing 

  
I'm Sai and in my mind I remembered my friend 
Savior of the nation by force and iron 
Jack , my life companion. 
Where are you my stubborn friend? 
You sacrificed yourself for us 
And you got me closer to a useful breath 

  
And now I conclude with my short sentences, always in my heart, 
Jack, my dear friend. 

 

 

 

 


